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INTRODUCTION

Gyaw Gyaw 2016: From top left: Peter, Paw Eh Wah, Ste Pha, Ole. Row II: Phillipa, Pah Me, Saw Dee, See Da Pah. Row III: Kee Kee Pah, Line/Nee
Ga Mwee, P`Enge, Mr. Brown.

Dear friends of Gyaw Gyaw.
Gyaw Gyaw is about real teamwork. On the ground, we are collaborating on an everyday basis,
steadily improving our knowledge and skills together. We are constantly learning from unpredictable
challenges and applying the solution to future projects; always striving to make our next project
better than the last.
The results we accomplish would never be possible without the steady and continuous support from
our sponsors in Norway. We are grateful for the opportunities this provides Gyaw Gyaw and are
forever thankful for the longevity of the support.
Because of the secure nature of our funding, we are able to take on more complex projects, run more
efficiently, and reach more communities. Not only does it provide a sturdy base for our organization
but it also allows us to benefit local people more effectively. We are trusted and respected by local
communities and through our permanence and strong local ties, we can show sustainable examples
of development and encourage democratic progress in rural villages. Aside from constructing
learning facilities, Gyaw Gyaw shows good examples of labor rights and equality, processes rare in
this area, and we are proud to be pioneers in this direction.
So, our projects are going well! Through 2016, we have also further developed our organization and
prepared for Line to move her base to Norway in 2017. She will now be the leader of the board and
Paw Eh Wah will continue her job as the leader in Thailand/Burma as she has successfully done for
the last years. Ole Gunnar is also moving. He has given the organization an administrative lift and
will now use his skills and energy on football through the organization PlayOnside.
We are happy to present to you the projects done in 2016! We enjoyed designing and building them,
the beneficiaries are happy, and we hope you enjoy this read!
On behalf of Gyaw Gyaw, Line Ramstad
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PROJECTS AND NUMBERS
•

All amounts are indicated in Norwegian Kroner. (NOK)
Average conversion rate for 2016 was 420 THB/ 100 NOK.

•

Actual project costs may vary due to currency exchange rate fluctuation.

•

For 2015 budget exchange rate at 31.12.2016.
The conversion rate at the time was 415 THB/ 100 NOK

Projects by Gyaw Gyaw
2009 - 2017
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Map over placements of Gyaw Gyaw`s projects from 2009 until 2016, and the ones planned for 2017. Map by Google, accustomed by Line Ramstad.

Photo: Line Ramstad
The road to our village, Noh Bo. The local health station is the white building to the right of the road. The local military has it`s camp to the left of this
building. The mountains are all in Burma, divided from Thailand with Moei River that flows in a curve around our village.
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Photo: Line Ramstad
The area has three seasons. Rainy season from June to October is wet and with a stable temperature around 25 to 30 degrees. After rainy season winter
is coming with nigh temperatures down to around 12-14 degrees. This season is the most lush with clear blue sky and fluorescence green all around.

Photo: Line Ramstad
Then it dries up towards hot season with temperatures above 40 degrees. With no rain since October, the months of March and April are intense and
hot! Even in Noh Bo where we normally have a functioning water system, hot season is an exception and everyone uses the river for their daily hygiene.
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Kler Deh High School phase II - Improvements

Entrance to dormitory with door and cover

Photo: Vincenzo Floramo

Project budget: 		
30 113,- NOK
Project costs:			
32 614,- NOK
Size: 				
Materials:			 Different improvements after the students and teachers have used the 		
				school for a year
Design/implementation:
Gyaw Gyaw
Project period: 		
January + November-December 2016
In 2014 we finished the first phase of the Kler Deh High school project, with three classrooms,
toilets, showers and two dormitories. The project continued through 2015 with two more identical
dormitories, toilets, baths and a kitchen. We also completed phase II of the school with another three
classrooms. By the end of 2015, the project had decent learning facilities for 6 classes and
accommodation for 72 students and teachers.
Living in the dormitories and using the school and its facilities on a daily base, the students can really
tell us how the project works and what we could have done better. Some of the faults, we bring on
as knowledge to our next projects, but most of them we aim to improve. One issue was that the gap
between the roofs on the second school building was too big, resulting in too much sun inside during the late morning and a warmer temperature inside. The problem was minor, but by adding some
pieces of timber to decreasing the gap, the inside light is more pleasant now. The outside did not look
as good as before, but it is after all, the function of our projects that matters the most.
The dormitories were all made with openings into the sleeping area. A design based on normal living
manner in the area, but with few students the first years, the girls felt insecure and wanted a better
cover. We therefor designed and built front facades and doors for all the dormitories.
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Kler Deh High School phase II - Dining room

Photo: Line Ramstad

Project budget: 		
41 476,- NOK
Project costs:			
53 106,- NOK *
Size: 				65 square meters.
Materials:			 Traditional timber constriction, half wall with bricks and braided bamboo
				
on top. Concrete slab and insulated tin roof.
Design/implementation:
Gyaw Gyaw
Project period: 		
November - December 2016 (Finished in January 2017)
* Costs for the complete building. The project was completely finished in January 2017. The extra costs are due to a
decision to smoothen the lower brick walls and improve the drainage system. Total costs 2016: 43 044,- NOK.

As most of the students are boarding students, it is important with good, hygienic and functional
eating facilities. A small kitchen and dining room was designed and built as part of the campus.
In comparison with Norwegian and most western countries, planning along the border traditionally
happens as it happens. Designing a completely new school therefor gives some extra challenges and
requires extra caution for adjustments along the way. In this case the number of students who use the
eating facilities was estimated, but changed from only boarding students to all the students for lunch.
Together with the school and KED we decided that an additional dining room was needed. We
designed and built it in addition to the kitchen and dining already completed a year ago.
The extension is based on the same design and principles as the kitchen but with a braided bamboo
half wall above the bricks instead of more closed bamboo sheets and windows. We also decided to
use a little extra to smoothen the bricks to ease maintenance and after years of use, the drainage also
could be better with a small improvement.
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Kler Deh High School - Pictures by Vincenzo Floramo

Photo: Vincenzo Floramo

Photo: Vincenzo Floramo

Photo: Vincenzo Floramo

Photo: Vincenzo Floramo

Photo: Vincenzo Floramo

Photo: Vincenzo Floramo

Italian photographer Vincenzo Floramo has documented some of our projects. Here are some of his shots from Kler Deh Highschool.
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New Generation Leadership School in The Beh Tha - Library

Photo: Line Ramstad

Project budget: 		
Project cost: 		
Size: 				
Materials:			
				
Design/implementation:
Project period: 		

57 774,- NOK
47 554,- NOK
72 square meters (2x36).
Traditional timber construction. Concrete slab. First floor lime plastered
adobe walls; Second floor with timber floor and timber slats walls.
Gyaw Gyaw
February - March + October 2016

New Generation School is one of few Karen leadership programs possible in the border area.
It used to be situated further north along Salween River, but was moved to our area some years ago.
The current facilities are all built by the students and their teachers and are mainly built using
materials from the local jungle area and some plastic tarps. It works, but for books, the humid climate
is a challenge and we were happy to accept the request to design and build a library for this school.
The students at New Generation Leadership School have all finished some kind of previous
education, like high school or occupational training, but like most Karen along the border, they have
attended either Thai school, or a school in one of the refugee camps run by international NGOs.
Some also come from inside Burma and have attended Burmese schools.
That few people have actually attended a Karen school and learned history and political view from
their own point of view is in general a challenge. What is actually thought of history and politics, also
in the Karen schools, are also limited and coloured by the situation. Centuries with civil war where
any resistance has been heavily beaten down on, and the southeast Asian mentality of not loosing
face/ asking question to anyone of higher rank, is not a fruitful environment for political thought.
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Little of the history is also written down, and since a high percentage of the population are illiterate,
it would not have made an impact for daily life today, but it will be advantageous for future
generations.
Today Karen history lives through songs, stories and legends.
Besides of valid complaints about regular village attacks by the Burmese army and occasional
imprisonment by Thai police or army, politics is not a popular topic. In the rural area, politics in a
bigger perspective is rarely mentioned. Supernatural belief and gossip is to a big extent what keep
these communities together and that does not bring a lot of knowledge of what is going on in their
own country, or in the rest of the world into the local sphere.
Therefore, the New Generations school is a most welcome initiative. Not only does it educate future
Karen leaders and create a fellowship among them that will be useful in their careers, it also accepts
equal parts boys and girls promoting gender equality in this area. It is lead by Karen National Union,
the local political faction, and run by donations and extra volunteer work by teachers from the outside.
The library is constructed as a traditional Karen house, but with extra focus on details in the timberworks. First floor is designed to make protected pockets for books where temperature and humidity
will be as stable as possible. To allow for light and airflow into the room, the additional walls are
timber that was manually cut in slats and evenly placed with gaps. This is repeated in second floor
that is accommodation for the teacher. Outside of the teachers room it is a roof-covered veranda. First
floor also has a reading place both inside and outside of the closed library room for students to study.

Photo: Line Ramstad
Library, interior first floor with lime coated adobe for a lighter impression, better protection for the books and easier cleaning to avoid bugs and insects
to move into the books.
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Char Ley`s School - Roof

Photo: Phillipa

Project budget: 		
Project cost: 		
Size:				
Design/implementation:
Materials:			
				
Project period: 		

5 118,- NOK
8 466,- NOK
Approximately 60 square meters
Gyaw Gyaw
Tin roof. The village contributed with timber for construction and floor +
fence around the floor.
March 2016

We first met Char Ley as a popular headmaster and good collaborative partner in Maw Kwee.
He was a big contributor for both the success of the school and our project there. Two years ago,
Char Ley moved back to his village inside Burma and started his own school. He gets some support
from the village for salary/rice and gets books and curriculum from KED.
Char Ley has asked if it`s possible for us to design and build him an adobe school, and later that
might be a reality, but for now it`s still a bit too far into unsecured areas for us to work there. His
school is also still new.
A smart teacher here once told me: all you need for a good school is the shadow from a tree and a
good teacher. That is true to a big extent true, but since a school year also goes through 4 months of
rainy season, a minimum of a lifted floor and a good roof is at least an advantage. Traditionally, leaf
roofs are used in schools like this. They keep rain out, but leave a lot of dust inside and need to be
replaced every third year. It is a process requiring a lot of work. As a start, we therefor offered to
contribute with labour for the construction of a traditional school building and bought him a regular
tin roof for ease of use, maintenance and longevity of the building. Phillipa, Pa Meh, P´Enge and See
Da Pah brought the roof and spent two weeks with him and the villagers to complete the work.
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Gaw La Heh School in Je Poe Kee Village

Photo: Line Ramstad
The existing school building. 7 classes are sharing two shelters. Boy’s dormitory to the right.

Je Poe Kee village is only 5 km in a straight line from our village Noh Bo, but it takes more the
three hours to get there, either by foot or by car. The first is almost the fastest and maybe also the
most comfortable. To call the path for cars a road, is a big exaggeration, and the river also has to be
crossed. After several attacks, the village finally got burned down and then abandoned. In 2009 a
family and the headmaster decided to move back and started the school as their first step towards
reestablishment. Today there are around 40 families living there and more than 200 students, half of
them reside in dormitories under the school’s care.

Photo: Line Ramstad
Je Poe Kee village. It`s all natural materials and the population live in and off the jungle.
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Photo: Line Ramstad
The latest development in transportation Je Poe Kee style.

Photo: Vincenzo Floramo
Girl power in Je Poe Kee! The headmaster is the only transgender in the area, but highly respected from all levels of the society. There are for sure some
comments and rather rough descriptions served in her face, but she replies with dignity and live up to her reputation as a brilliant teacher and headmaster. She would have been a reason to support the school in her self!
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Gaw La Heh School - Refurbished diningroom and new kitchen

Kitchen with washing facilities to
the left, deliver stand for food to the
right, and P`enge, the headmaster
and See Da Pah sitting on the cooking oven. Behind are small windows
for smoke to flow through.

Photo: Line Ramstad

Project budget: 		
32 880,- NOK
Project costs: 		
27 789,- NOK
Size: 				
23 square meters kitchen + 65 square meters refurbished dining room
Design/implementation:
Gyaw Gyaw
Materials: 			
Concrete slab and bricks for water storage and cooking facilities. Timber
				slats for walls. Tin roof.
Project period: 		
March - April 2016
Some years ago, Saw Rocky and our friends from Pun Pun Farm (www.punpunthailand.org), built an
adobe dining room for the students at Gaw La Heh School. Rocky grew up in this area, has family
here and brought his friends to make one of the very first adobe buildings in the region.
It was a good start, but since the building was made quite quick and with little recourse, it needed
some improvements and renovations. Big openings for windows are great for airflow, but they also
opens up for animals to enter. Together with a dirt floor, it became a good home for goats, pigs and
dogs as well. The beams were also too small and with the weight of the roof construction, they
started to bend down. In agreement with the group who had built it, the school and village, we made
suggestions for improvements and restored the building to be stronger and more functional for its use.
The group from Pun Pun had also made a cleaning system for drinking water. It´s a system based on
barrels with natural cleaning materials like gravel, sand and charcoal. The village does however have
quite clean water and did not see the need, so they chose to empty the barrels and use them for
water storage instead. This made water access more convenient, but besides of that there were no
cooking or washing facilities present.
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The dining room was refurbished by strengthening the beams to make sure the roof stayed strong. We
also made smaller windows and closed them with timber slats to keep animals on the outside, but
air still to flow through. The walls also got strengthened and straightened with a new adobe coating layer. We tried out lime as the final coat inside for a lighter experience, and are happy with the
result. We also made a concrete floor to increase hygiene. The old tall eating benches were replaced
with lower tables that are better suited and ease daily cleaning routines.
We also designed and built an additional kitchen with cooking and washing facilities. It is a further
improvement from the kitchen we made for Academy school in Noh Bo last year and is functional
and popular among students and staff. The washing area is especially successful. For cooking they
still uses the outdoor cooking stove next to the new one. It´s more social and lighter in the morning
but increases the charcoal smoke inside the dining room.

Photo: Line Ramstad
The washing area is made on the same prinsiples as the kitchen at Academyschool that we finished last year. So is the cooking facilities, but here they
prefer to keep using the old outdoor one as well.
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Before
After

Photo: Line Ramstad
Gaw La Heh School dining room before and after renovation. We refurbished the walls, gave them smaller windows and a new finishing layer. Inside we
used lime for a lighter and cleaner impression. We also made a concrete floor and new eating tables better adjusted use and daily hygiene.

Photo: Vincenzo Floramo
The headmaster of Gaw La Heh School in the refurbished dining room.
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Gaw La Heh School - Classrooms 1+ 2

New Gaw La Heh Primary School in
Je Po Kee village. First two out of six
classrooms was finished in 2016.

Project budget: 		
Project costs: 		
Size: 				
Design/implementation:
Materials: 			
				
Project period: 		

Photo: Vincenzo Floramo

126 513,- NOK
96 230,- NOK
70 square meters (2 x 35 square meters per classroom)
Gyaw Gyaw
Concrete slab and adobe walls. Insulated tin roof on timber construction.
Timber slats for windows. Coloured plywood doors.
April - August 2016

The village is beautifully placed on a smaller hilltop in a bigger landscape. To the east are high
Burmese mountains, and to the west is the river valley and slightly lower mountains inside Thailand.
The school is centrally placed in the village, overlooking it all. It´s got a stunning view, but this also
makes it vulnerable for strong wind that actually removed their roof some years ago.
Focus on handling strong wind therefor required extra caution in the designing process, resulting in
a semi-closed compound with rounded corners to the outside and a protected central garden in the
middle. The roof also got connected and shaped with the goal to avoid turbulence.
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Photo: Vincenzo Floramo

In previous projects we have used adobe as loadbearing elements, but in this project the roof is resting on timber. All the phases are planned implemented during hot season. That means temperatures
above 40 degrees for months. To improve working conditions for both the team and villagers, we
therefor placed the roof on timber posts first, and built adobe walls underneath. The posts are set in
a grid with double 6”2 that are reused when possible for the next connected building. It`s placed on
concrete shoes with iron reinforcement, and with the gap in between the timber, it gives a flexible
situation for adjusting next phase in height. Connecting the classrooms to a compound also gives advantages in the everlasting challenge on how to keep sun, wind and rain out, but still get daylight and
natural airflow through the buildings.
Normally, second or third hand timber is available, but in this case we have gotten all new timber
from the area. It is well dried and straighter and of better quality then we are used to. In Je Po Kee
village, sand is however a challenge. It is a few km to the river, and the slope leading to the village is
steep. To carry sand is normally a job where we aim to involve as many villagers as possible, but in
this case it also required vehicles. That can be a challenge. Car owners tend to take it all, but we do
not want to pay a lot to one person that already can afford a car. We want to involve the whole
community, to provide income for all the families that contribute and create a common ownership to
the school. Elephants are present in the area and often used for transportation, but in this case the
local tractor became the solution and worked out fine. Everyone contributed and we got enough
sand for the slabs and the finishing adobe layer.
As all Gyaw Gyaw buildings, these are also designed based on protection towards sun and rain, but
with the goal of getting light and air inside as well. We also chose to use lime inside the classrooms
for a lighter result, and the feedbacks from the school are great! They love it and the whole village
uses it on a daily base, also after school hours.
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Photo: Vincenzo Floramo
One of the two first classrooms. The green room.

Entrance blue room. All the doors got different colors. It gives them each an identity, and is also reflected in the drawings. When part of the team and a
majority of the grown ups in the village are illiterate, colors are good to use for a clear communication.
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SUPPORT

Photo: Vincenzo Floramo

Support of local community
As part of a community, we are proud to provide work for it`s inhabitants. For children and organizations like Safe Haven Orphanage, support either through rice, savings for education or donations
to cover daily costs, are however needed. As more organizations are established in the area, we are
aiming to move these projects out of Gyaw Gyaw and let them grow in better conditions with
organizations that have support as their main goal. Until then, we follow up on our responsibilities.
We have three different programs:
“The Rice Project” was started by Ole and will follow him to Play Onside in 2017. It´s a project in
close collaboration with the Norwegian football club Vestkysten Sportsklubb who finances delivery
of rice every month.
Total amount spent on the rice project in 2016 is 69 335,- NOK
Gyaw Gyaw`s/Ingerids Education Fund supports higher education for students.
Total amount spent on the education fund in 2016 is 24 840,- NOK
Safe Haven Orphanage: Private donors support the daily life of 75 children in Tasanee’s care. There is
money coming from private donors on an account of its own, and is not reflected in the numbers.
Total amount transferred to Safe Haven Orphanage in 2016 is 159 177,- NOK
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PAW EH WAH VISITS NORWAY

Photo: Ole Michelsen
Paw Eh Wah and Line together in Norway

One of the biggest organizational achievements in 2016 was the long wanted trip for Paw Eh Wah to
Norway.
Paw Eh Wah started off taking care of our economics. She did well, and next to a steadily growing
family, she also further developed our economic system and built both trust and respect from the
team members as well as our collaborative partners, and became a popular and natural leader.
Next to working with Gyaw Gyaw, she has also finished education as a teacher from Teacher Training
College in New Zealand that has a branch in Noh Bo. This has been a fruitful combination, giving her
teacher and leader training that both benefits the village and local school, and us as an organization.
It has been a long wanted dream for both her and the organization that she could join Line to
Norway for a visit one day. After months working through the bureaucracy to first get a Burmese
passport, then a Schengen visa, the dream came true. In May 2016, Paw Eh Wah, Ole and Line took
off for two weeks in Norway.
Next to the cultural experience, Paw Eh Wah participated in a meeting with our long-term sponsor
HENT, and she met with Agraff who has decided to support us this year. We also held a meeting with
our Norwegian board.
It was a valuable learning experience. She handled it all really well and got a better understanding of
life also outside Noh Bo and the border area. The experience also gave her confidence and
knowledge to lead the group forward, and she is even better prepared to take care of Norwegian and
international inquiries in the years to come.
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RESULTS AND BUDGETS
* All numbers in NOK

INCOME
OPERATING REVENUE
2016
2015
2014

2017

BUDGET
2016

2015

Corporate Sponsorship
Regular Monthly Private Donations
Lump Sum Private Donations
Labeled money riceproject*
Other Income

437 000 360 000 310 000 487 000 360 000 310 000
34 126 24 448
21 300 19 200 32 000 25 000
0
0
0
20 082 154 852
53 531
0
0
33 111 138 460
0
41 190
0
0
0
0 21 651
4 881

SUM OPERATING REVENUE

524 319 699 410 430 902 526 200 462 000 430 000

* Money donated for riceproject 2013 - 2016 - costs for delivery of rice 2013 - 2016 = NOK 86 622 to be transferred to Ole`s new organization.

EXPENCES

OPERATING EXPENCES

2016

2015

2014

Project Costs *
Running costs
Runing costs NOK
Equipment
Car/bike
Riceproject
Support
Widow

256 749
69 217
37 012
1 743
29 349
69 335
24 840
690

394 806
72 142
45 599
1 225
18 078
42 959
9 174
0

410 936
47 843
6 875
12 543
24 587
22 000
7 146
0

SUM OPERATING EXPENCES

488 936

583 983

531 930

35 582

115 427

71 488

NOK 86 622

NOK 124 254

NOK 34 701

COST

BUDGET

32 614
43 044
47 554
8 466
27 789
96 230

30 113
41 476
57 774
5 118
32 880
126 513

256 749

293 874

NET OPERATING RESULT*
* Surplus riceproject 					

* PROJECT COSTS
Kler Deh High School phase II - Improvements
Kler Deh High School phase II - Dining room
New Generation Leadership School - Library
Charley school - Roof
Gaw La Heh School - Diningroom and new kitchen
Gaw La Heh School - Classrooms 1+2
SUM PROJECT COSTS
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BALANCE SHEET
FIXED ASSETS

2016

2015

2014

Vehicles
Photo, Computer, Telecom Equipment
Computer Software
Tools and Machinery
Materials

104 000
45 000
7 000
30 000
4 000

114 918
35 000
3 474
30 000
4 000

70 000
40 000
3 474
40 000
0

SUM ASSETS

190 000

187 392

153 474

2016

2015

2014

CURRENT ASSETS
Bank Deposit Norway
Bank deposit Thailand
Cash

501 483
49 610
5 603

426 638
73 781
3 694

417 162
8 813
4 312

TOTAL CURRENT ASSETS

556 696

504 113

430 287

Comments to the result
In 2016, the depreciation of the Norwegian kroner finally levelled off. We still have less local
purchasing power then a few years ago, but with raise in support from our long-term sponsors, our
economic situation through 2016 has stabilized.
In the planning process for 2016, this was still uncertain and since our operating expenses have been
exceeding operating revenue the last years, we made a conscious choice to decrease operation
expenses for 2016 compared to the last years. We are relying on money from sponsors, and if worse
come to worse and we do not get any support, we need enough funds to fulfil our obligations. That`s
why we have a savings account.
Besides of one bigger project, the first phase of Gaw La Heh School, our projects for 2016 were
smaller. Some of them were also refurbishments where we managed to reuse materials from earlier
phases of the projects and saved quite a lot doing so.
Support of students and the Rice project did however grow. Increased support for students are due to
good applications and will most likely be stabilized on this level in the years to come, or maybe even
grow.
With a pop-up event in 2015, the Rice project escalated and established itself as an independent
project. By 31.12.16 Gyaw Gyaw`s operating revenue was 524 319 NOK, of these 86 622 NOK were
labelled the Rice project. The surplus will be transferred to Ole and PlayOnside to carry forward the
project from 01.03.17.
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SPECIAL THANKS TO
Peter
After 9 years, cofounder and head carpenter, Peter, has decided to use his knowledge and skills in
Bangkok. The contracts are a little shady, but he has been able to work his way up in these
circumstances before and gotten new wisdom and experiences out of it. We are grateful for the work
he has done, both for the projects and our organization, and are sure he will do fine in this new
chapter as well. The door is always open for him to come back!

Ole Gunnar
When Ole Gunnar first came to Noh Bo, it was as participant in a friendship tournament we arranged
together with his team Vestkysten Fotballklubb. Together with our good friend, Javier Almagro, he
now has the opportunity to build up the organization PlayOnside with its base in Mae Sot. We are
grateful for the time he has spent with us and happy he gets to use his passion for football to improve
knowledge and skills for a broad variety of students in the area.

Outgoing board members
After serving their time as board members since the start in 2009, it was natural for Mette Kristensen
Boquist and Kari Stenersen to withdraw from the board and let new forces bring the organization
further. Since 2015, Ole`s mother Anna Marie Berg has also been our board member and filled the
role as leader of the board for a few months before she decided to withdraw when her son left the
organization. We are grateful for the time and effort they have put into Gyaw Gyaw.

Sponsors
To say we are grateful for the longevity and sturdy and trusty relationships we have with our main
sponsors does not cover it! We are more than grateful! It is a unique situation where we are able to
use our funds in the best possible way. We are following our statements, guidelines and agreements,
and within these frames, we can use our funds in a way that we see is actually wise and where we
can contribute to development on local terms. It has given us a position where we now have a
locally respected voice, which again gives us the opportunity to add more value, both to each
project, to the communities where we work, and to our own organization for further development
of knowledge within our team, that again will improve the next project, and so on.
We do not take this for granted! Too often, we see situations where people and organizations are
receiving donations that, with the best intentions, are heavily earmarked or with strong restrictions.
Donations that puts the receivers in a big dilemma and where there`s no good outcome. Either they
have to please the donor and break local rules, or the opposite.
We do not want to be in that situation. Honesty and openness are values we rate highly. Since we are
in the lucky position of having sponsors who see this and trust us, we are never breaking any rules
and have nothing to hide, neither in Norway nor along the border. That feels good!
So, THANK YOU to HENT, Asplan Viak, BAIAS, Jessheim and Kløfta Rotary Klubb and the regular
donors who make our work on the ground possible. Also a big thanks to Agraff who has decided to
sponsor us this year!
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PROSPECTS 2017
2017 will be the year for Gyaw Gyaw phase II. After all these years with me, Line, on the ground,
building the organization step by step with Peter, Phillipa, Pah Me, See Da Pah, Ste Pha, Paw Eh Wah,
Saw Dee and the last years also with Ole, Kee Kee Pah and P´Enge, I am moving my base to Norway.
This has led to an even better division of responsibility within the team and increased Paw Eh Wah`s
position as a leader. It is the combination of local knowledge, ties and knowhow and my architectural knowledge and ties to Norway that have been the winning concept. The friendship is also the
organizations strongest advantage, so for me to leave completely is not a goal, but to make the daily
running of the organization locally administrated is something we have been working on for years.
The last year’s development of understanding for drawings for communication, also without the
architect present, has also opened up for other architects to contribute.
Most of the projects for the years to come are further developments of already started projects and I
have already designed these in close cooperation with the rest of the team. We will start 2017 with
an office and library for Kler Deh Highschool. Afterwards two new classrooms for Gaw La Heh
School is on the agenda. We will also add a toilet to this campus. Rainy season will be used to
complete interior and details in these projects.
After rainy season we are starting a new exiting school project, also in a small remote village with a
well-run primary school. The village is called Klay Poe Klaw and we are proud to say that Jae YoungLee, a South Korean/German architect we know from previous work on the border, will be in charge
of designing this project. For the first time we have another architect designing our projects and we
are excited about it! I will still be project manager and have a final overview together with the team,
but Jae is in charge of the designs and has so far been a great collaborative partner and delivered
promising ideas that we are looking forward to put into life. If it works out fine, we also hope to keep
the collaboration for years to come!
On behalf of Gyaw Gyaw, Line Ramstad

Gyaw Gyaw planning meeting on site.
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